In this paper we study the transitions between steady states in metabolic systems. In order to deal with this task we divided the total metabolite concentration at steady state, a., into two fractions, a (the Output Transient Mass) and (the Input Transient Mass). These masses allow us to define two new Transition Times, Tr (Output Transition Time) and T (Input Transition Time), which are related with the course of output and input mass to the system respectively. We show the equivalence between these terms and the Total Transition Time, TT, previously defined [Easterby (1986) Biochem. J. 233, 871-875]. Next, we define a new magnitude, the Output Passivity of a transition, p, which quantifies a new aspect of the transition phase that we call the passivity of the output progress curve. With these magnitudes, all of them being experimentally accessible, several features of the transient state can be measured. We apply the present analysis to (a) the case of coupled enzyme assays, which allows us to reach conclusions about the progress curves in these particular transitions and the equivalence between r,, and Ts, and (b) some experimental results that allow us to discuss the biological significance of the Output Passivity in the transition between steady states in metabolic systems.
INTRODUCTION
Traditionally studies on metabolic regulation have been focused on the steady state, but less attention has been paid to the study of the transitions between those steady states. Studies in this field have dealt with the time scale of metabolic transitions towards steady state in a coupled enzymic assay. The approach to this problem has followed two paths. The first one is coping with the quantification of the total duration of the transition by measuring the t99. This t99 has the physical meaning of the Relaxation Time of the system, which is the time necessary to reach 99 % of the final steady state (Storer & Cornish-Bowden, 1974; Easterby, 1981; Brooks et al., 1984) . The second one refers to the problem by using a relative magnitude such as the Transit Time, Transition Time or Transient Time, r (Hess & Wurster, 1970; Barwell & Hess, 1970; Reich & Sel'kov, 1981 ; and more specifically, Easterby, 1981 Easterby, , 1984 Easterby, , 1986 . is generally defined as the ratio at steady state of the total metabolite concentrations, a, of a given system over its flux, J:
Being defined in this way, r is not the absolute time needed to reach the steady state but reflects a temporal characteristic of the system as it evolves towards the steady state. Acerenza et al. (1989) have extended the Metabolic Control Analysis to the study of transition states. Our group has described the Control of Transition Time in a reconstituted glycolytic system (Torres et al., 1989) and has developed Control Analysis to account for the general description of the Control ofTransition Time in metabolic systems (Melendez-Hevia et al., 1990) .
There is another important aspect of metabolic motions, namely the shape of the progress curves (Reich & Sel'kov, 1981) , which has remained practically unexplored. The Starting with an 'empty' system, i.e. with the concentration of all intermediate metabolites, Sp, zero at t = 0, the present treatment will apply to a system that evolves towards the steady state asymptotically: the system tends to an asymptotically stable node. Initially the rate of input of X0 to the system, Vin(0),
Both a(t) and ,J(t) have a graphical and physical meaning that can be observed in Fig. 2 
(3) where o(t) represents the total mass inside the system at any time t.
Replacing M1j(t) and M0ut(t) by their values according to eqns.
(la) and (2a) and re-arranging we obtain:
At steady state (t= tg)
Therefore eqn. (4) becomes:
where C= 8+fl
o-= limo-(t), d= lim8(t) and /1 = limfl(t)
Eqn. (5) tells us that the total mass inside the system at steady state, a-, can be expressed as the summation of two terms, 4 and fiSo far we have considered the evolution starting from the 'empty' system. However, in conditions when the initial concentration is not zero eqn. (3) becomes:
From this equation, operating in the same way as above, we reach the equivalent to eqn. (5), but more general:
where represents the inner mass to the system at initial time t = 0.
We call a the 'Output Transient Mass'. This is so because its value expresses the part of the total mass accumulated inside the system along the transition as a consequence of the limitations in the output rate of mass from the system. The term a thus contains some information about the shape of the output transition. On the other hand fi, whose magnitude is related to the shortening of the transient phase owing to the changes in the input rate of mass to the system, will be called the 'Input Transient Mass'. /1 informs us on the effect of any activation or inhibition that acts on the first enzyme and that provokes the particular transient observed.
The above considerations are based on the assumption that the Min(t) curve was convex ( Fig. lb; Fig. 1 two transitions that evolve to the final steadystate flux V.' with the same relaxation time, t99. In this case comparison of the r, values now informs us on which output progress curve has a greater convexity, or in other words which system accumulates more mass inside the system along the transition. Easterby (1986) divides the Total Transition Time, rT, into various terms, considering the effect of feedback (and reversibility) on the first enzyme in the transition response: TT = TI +TEI +F (7) where rI and TEI refer to the intermediate pools, free and enzymebound respectively. On its own, TF is a Transition Time associated with the variations in the rate of input of material to the pathway, being defined as: (9) Thus, in conditions in which the input rate is allowed to vary, T. is the Total Transition Time.
These ideas and the meaning of the magnitudes involved in the definition of r, and > can be illustrated in the progress curves of Mjn(t) and M08j(t) (see Fig. lb The physical meaning of this expression and the concept of passivity involved in it can be easily understood by examining Fig. 1 . This dimensionless magnitude, p, represents the ratio of a (the area inside the rectangle delimited by Vss and t99 situated above the progress curve of output flux) over the total area V. tgg (Fig. I a) Fig. 1(a) . Panel (b) shows the plot of Xp mass production versus time as in Fig. 1(b ).
An equivalent equation is derived for (Trf)ab: Easterby (1986) has obtained a similar expression for Total Transition Time. The important point here is that (T)ab and (Tfl)ab can be estimated from the transitions for the establishment of each steady state from the 'empty' starting point. Consistently, only a limited number of steady states need be known, enabling us to calculate (T )ab and (T,6)ab in passage between any pair of these states (see Fig. 3b ). It is worth noting also that the values obtained from eqns. (12) and (13) Some results concerning the transitions between steady states are discussed in the following section.
RESULTS

Applications of the analysis
The present analysis is applied to two cases that show different behaviour in the response shape.
Coupled enzyme assays. It is a common practice for enzymologists to use auxiliary enzymes as a means to assay the activity of an enzyme when its product is not detectable by conventional techniques. Much work has been done on this subject, dealing with different aspects of the process such as the transient duration of the transition towards the steady state (Easterby, 1973; McClure, 1969) and its optimization (Garcia-Carmona et al., 1981; Brooks et al., 1984 are respectively the maximum rate and the Michaelis constant of the coupling enzyme. The usual assumption is that the first enzyme catalyses a zero-order reaction, i.e. it is an irreversible reaction; Vk must necessarily be much greater than V' and consequently the steady-state concentration of Si will be small and less than K1, so the auxiliary enzyme catalyses a first-order reaction. In this type of system Easterby (1973) and GarciaCarmona et al. (1981) have derived the following equations:
vout= V (1-ee/T) 99g 4.6-T where T, the Transition Time, is equal to K1/ VI and VOU, is the rate of production of Xp at any time t.
As has been shown above in systems where the first enzyme is irreversible (eqn. 10), T,, = TT = T,,, which are the experimentally accessible parameters from the output progress curves.
It is evident from the above expression that as T. becomes smaller (or greater) the Relaxation Time becomes shorter (or longer). However, this fact does not mean that the Output Passivity of the transition changes. In fact an interesting conclusion from this model is that the Output Passivity obtained by using eqn. (11) However, the Transition Time, T., does not give us exact indication of the duration of the transition but gives only a relative measure referred to the final steady state. In fact its actual meaning as the ratio of the total metabolite concentration, oc, over the flux through the system at steady state, V.K, is the mean time that a molecule takes to be converted through the system at steady state. The second observation refers to the differences among the two terms referred to above, T. and t9g, and the qualitative characterization of the dynamics of the system along the transition from one steady state to another, which we describe by means of the Output Passivity, p. This analysis illustrates the differences between the response time t99 and the Output Passivity, p, showing how this last parameter gives us some information on the shape of the transient curve.
These different aspects are well illustrated in Fig. 4(b) . In this Figure, in spite of the fact that (T8)1 is less than (Tr)2, the longer transition is transition 1 because its Relaxation Time (t99)1 is greater than (t99)2. The sole comparison of r, values could lead to wrong conclusions about the speed of reaching the steady state.
On the other hand comparison of the passivity response should be done by comparing the values of p. In Fig. 4 (a) the two transitions evolve towards the same steady state flux, J' .
Transition 1 has a lower value of a but the t99 value is greater than in transition 2: 81 < 82 and (t,)1 > (t9)2. Accordingly (T.), is less than (T8)2 and p1 will be less than P2. These results inform us that the response of system 2 during the transition has more passivity to the movement than system 1: the output flux of system 2 remains far away from the final steady-state flux longer than the first one. Therefore, with regard to the passivity of the transition, system 2 shows greater resistance to reaching the steady state than system 1, in spite of the fact that the duration of transition 1 is greater than the duration of transition 2. The results shown in the Results section illustrate this new aspect of the metabolic regulation, which is the passivity of the transition between steady states. Until now some attention has been focused on the absolute time scale of transition processes. The importance of the temporal length of the transition between steady states is obvious. A given system can change from one state to another fast or slowly in absolute terms (i.e. low or high values of t,,), but in any case the path along this transition can be (see Fig. 4a ) either low (p near unity) or high (p near zero). This aspect could be of crucial importance in the fitness of the cellular metabolism of species or tissues. This work was supported by Research Grant no. 13/01.06.88 from Consejeria de Educaci6n del Gobierno de Canarias.
